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What is Curbside 
Management?
Management of the shared 

space on a roadway adjacent 

to the sidewalk.
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Recent Work on Curbside Management
• Seattle, Washington DC, and now Toronto seem to be 

the only North American cities with Curbside 

Management Strategies

• The Institute of Transportation Engineers, in partnership 

with National Association of City Transportation Officials, 

is releasing a Curbside Management publication in 

September 2018 
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Study Objective and Vision
Objective: To provide the strategies and tools necessary 

to effectively manage curbside space in a way that 

supports mobility and access for people and goods.

Vision: To support the economic health and livability of 

the downtown area, by simultaneously minimizing 

congestion and maximizing safe curbside access for all.
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Curbside Users
Drivers & parked vehicles

Cyclists (including cycle parking)

Pedestrians

Couriers and goods 
movement
(including security deliveries & mobile 
services)

Local businesses

Taxis

Food trucks

Transit (including vehicles & riders)

Wheel-Trans

Motor coaches

Accessible parking

Hotels

Emergency services

TV/movie filming
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Delivery truck, TTC streetcar, cyclist, 
driving vehicles, and parked vehicles 
all desire curbside use

CURBSIDE CONFLICTS
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CURBSIDE CONFLICTS

Delivery truck, mobility impaired 
pedestrian and cyclist competing for 
curbside space
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CURBSIDE CONFLICTS

Curbside demand from 

users such as motor 

coaches, taxis, Wheel-

Trans (accessible transit), 

and other vehicles
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• IBI Group was retained by the City of Toronto to lead the 

study; I was Deputy Project Manager

• IBI Group worked alongside the City to research and 

gather an understanding of the existing conditions, meet 

with stakeholders, and develop a vision and strategy

• The City provided input to refine the strategy, as needed, 

to ensure it aligned with other goals and projects, and 

then presented it to City Council for endorsement
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My Role



The Curbside Management Strategy consisted of these main tasks:

1.Existing Conditions

2.Future Conditions Assessment

3.Outreach and Stakeholder Engagement

4.Best Practices Review

5.Strategy Development and Evaluation

6.Recommended Policy Approach
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• Reviewed by-laws

• Examined parking supply and 

curbside access for various users

• Completed field visits, and 

undertook spot surveys

• Mapped parking utilization based 

on Toronto Parking Authority data

• Developed tool to assess on-

street parking supply by location

Existing Conditions



Unclear Signage
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Non-regulatory nature of 

Courier Load Zones

Field Observations
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Estimate of On-Street Parking Supply
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Estimate of On-Street Parking Utilization
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• Utilization rates vary block by block, with some designated 

zones being underutilized, indicating that the curbside 

space may be improperly allocated. This may also be 

partially attributable to seasonality of demand

• Conflicts between users may occur due to unclear signage, 

a lack of physical separation, and confusion as to which use 

is prioritized in certain areas at certain times

Existing Conditions – Preliminary Conclusions
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• Since courier loading zones are not regulated, non-courier 

vehicles can park in these spaces without a penalty. This is 

leading to high occupancy rates in these spaces by non-

courier vehicles, often forcing couriers to park elsewhere

• The large number of curbside spaces taken up by 

Accessible Parking Permit holders may suggest that the 

permitting system is being misused and as a result is 

limiting access for those that need it most

Existing Conditions – Preliminary Conclusions
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• Reviewed several key planned and proposed city 

transportation policies and initiatives underway, in order to 

better understand their impacts on, and ensure they are 

well-aligned with, the Curbside Management Strategy

• Reviewed both broad, high-level City planning and policy 

frameworks; and specific City projects and initiatives with 

more direct impacts on Study Area curbside operations

Future Conditions Assessment
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• The project limits for each of the relevant upcoming future 

projects, and the impacts to curbside space for each of 

these projects was documented and referred to when 

developing strategies and tactics

• One such example of this is the King Street Pilot Project 

(currently underway), which restricts automobile travel 

through parts of King Street (in conjunction with curbside 

‘activation’, such as bike parking or additional seating) 

Future Conditions Assessment



Stakeholders
• City Councillors

• Disability, Access and Inclusion Advisory 

Committee

• Cycle Toronto

• Local Business Improvement Areas 

• Canadian Automobile Association

• Canadian Courier and Logistics Association

• Ontario Trucking Association

• Ontario Motor Coach Association

• Toronto Police Services 

• Toronto Fire Services

• Toronto Paramedic Services

• Toronto Transit Commission

• Toronto Parking Authority

• Transportation Services staff

• Toronto Film and Television Office

• City Planning

• TOcore

• Revenue Services

• Municipal Licensing and Standards

• Various other interest groups, including the 

General public
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• The major components of the 

stakeholder engagement task 

included:

– Individual consultations with key 

stakeholder groups;

– Collection of public and 

stakeholder experiences via a web 

survey;

– Identification of issue hot spots via 

a web based issue reporting tool;

– A public consultation session; and 

– Input from an external expert on 

curbside parking operations

Stakeholder Engagement Summary
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• Through this engagement process the most common 

issues of note included:

– High demand for limited space;

– Illegal use of space by non-intended users; and

– Confusion about which uses are permitted in 

certain areas

Stakeholder Engagement Summary
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Summary of Comments by User
• Drivers

– The parking supply in the downtown core is inadequate; and

– On-street parking prices are too high; however, 50% of drivers 

surveyed said they would support higher on-street parking 

prices.

• Accessible Parking Permit Users
– Convenient access to the curb to pick up / drop off mobility-

impaired impacted by significant curbside utilization, including 

cycling facilities; and

– Free on-street parking is helpful in finding a place to park which 

minimizes walking distances.
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Summary of Comments by User
• Couriers / Goods Delivery

– Goods delivery is a key part of a functioning City;

– Designated spaces are useful but are often filled with 

other users, such as APP holders or other parked 

vehicles;

– 82% of courier / goods delivery respondents said they 

typically use these loading zones; and

– Overnight delivery is not a workable solution for the 

courier industry, though may work for delivery of other 

goods.
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Summary of Comments by User
• Transit

– Curb space at TTC stops must be protected from other 

uses; and

– Curb use on streets with high ridership surface routes 

should be restricted during peak periods.

• Motor Coach
– Confusion as to where motor coaches are allowed to 

operate; and

– A desire for designated space at or near key trip 

locations for motor coach operation.
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Summary of Comments by User
• Cyclists

– Cars, couriers, and taxis frequently stop or park in 

cycling facilities and create potentially unsafe situations;

– Many do not feel safe enough to bike on Toronto roads;

– Dedicated space, protected lanes, and increased 

enforcement may result in a higher cycling mode share.

• Pedestrians
– Narrow sidewalks can limit the ability of those with 

mobility limitations to get around, especially in busy 

areas.
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Summary of Comments by User
• Emergency Medical Services

– Congestion during the peak period often results in inadequate 

manoeuvrable space on arterial roads.

• Local Businesses
– On-street parking is seen as a valuable resource; and

– Access for receiving goods is a priority.

• TV and Film
– On-street or near-by off-street parking is valuable as a staging 

area for production vehicles; and

– Cycling facilities can limit the ability of Toronto streets to mimic 

other North American cities.
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Best Practices Review
• Undertook high level review of 12 practices in other cities 

(Chicago, New York, Washington D.C., Vancouver, Calgary, and 

others)

• Focused on 6 key items to explore in greater detail:

– Accessible Parking;

– Courier Delivery and Goods Movement;

– Television and Film Activity;

– On-street Parking and Parking Availability;

– Signage; and

– Integration of Practices.
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• Reduced Exemptions for Permit Holders

• Technology for Enforcement

Best Practices – Accessible Parking
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• Overnight Deliveries

• Dedicated Load Zones

• Metered Loading Zones

Best Practices – Courier Delivery 
and Goods Movement
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• Demand Based Parking Rates

• Real Time Parking Availability

Best Practices – On-Street Parking 
and Availability
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• Static Signage

• Electronic Signage

Best Practices – Signage
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• Determine principles that the study should 

adhere to

• Investigate if there is a general way in which to 

classify the patterns and observations

• Establish a fair, objective method to assess the 

curbside conditions

What To Do With the Information 
Gathered?
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Mobility Matters
• Solutions should help reduce general congestion.
• High volume surface transit corridors should have few on-

street curbside uses at all times.
• Peak period curbside uses that inhibit movement should be 

discouraged and / or prohibited.
• Curbside uses that can occur off-street should be 

encouraged.

Curbside Principles
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Safe and Reliable Access
• Road user safety is paramount.
• The right of way serves different roles at different times.

Communicate Value to All
• Simple solutions are required.
• The curbside is a scarce resource with user fees to be 

applied where appropriate.
• Transparent and accountable decisions are necessary.

Curbside Principles
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Curbside Functions
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* Streets will change 
corridor type depending 
on time of day and day of 
week

Hierarchy of Curbside Functions by Corridor Type
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* Streets will change corridor type depending on time of day and day of week

Hierarchy of Curbside Functions by Corridor Type
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Quick Wins (Timeline: As soon as practical)

• Stands for Taxicabs at Hydrants Pilot

• Convert ‘Advisory’ Courier Loading Zones to 

Designated Delivery Vehicle Parking

Sample Tactics
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Short-Term Tactics (Timeline: 0-2 years)

• Support the Expanded Use of Off-Peak 

Deliveries

• Improve Curbside Signage Legibility

• Explore Changes to Commercial Laneways to 

Support Off-Street Loading and Deliveries in 

Key Areas

Sample Tactics
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Medium-Term Tactics (Timeline: 3-5 years)

• Explore a Courier / Delivery Vehicle Permit

• Explore Variable Pricing Options

• Rationalize Motor Coach Parking and Loading

Sample Tactics
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Evaluation Process
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Evaluation Process

Evaluation Process
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Assessment Framework
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Recommended Policy Approach
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• Assessment Framework was finalized 

• A set of policies and an implementation plan was 

determined

• Stakeholders were engaged once again 

(May/June 2017)

• City staff reported to City Council in November 

2017 

Final Steps
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The General Manager, Transportation Services recommended 

that:

1. City Council approve the Curbside Management Strategy 

as described in the Council report, including the next steps 

associated with the Quick Wins outlined in 

Recommendations 2, 3, and 4 below.

2. City Council authorize the implementation of stands for 

taxicabs at hydrants, designated delivery vehicle parking 

zones and designated motorcycle parking zones by 

amending various by-laws.

Final Steps
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The General Manager, Transportation Services recommended 

that:

3. City Council authorize Transportation Services to work in 

partnership with the Financial District Business 

Improvement Area to undertake a pilot project of permit-

only delivery vehicle staging zones

4. City Council authorize Transportation Services to initiate 

discussions with the Provincial Ministry of Transportation 

and the Ministry of the Attorney General regarding 

automated parking enforcement methods.

This was approved by City Council. 

Final Steps
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• Based on a review of Existing Conditions, Future 

Conditions, Outreach and Stakeholder Engagement, and 

a Best Practices Review, common curbside functions and 

corridor types were defined 

• A hierarchy of curbside functions was applied to each of 

the corridor types

• Curbside principles were established

Project Summary
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• Tactics that aligned with the curbside principles were 

developed 

• An objective evaluation process for these tactics was 

developed

• A variety of tactics with varying timelines was presented 

to City Council, alongside the curbside principles and 

policy themes

• City Council endorsed the Curbside Management 

Strategy put before them

Project Summary Cont’d
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QUESTIONS?

Peter Richards
Peter.Richards@ibigroup.com
Twitter: @PeterRichards 


